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Introduction

A major challenge of cell biology is to understand how cellular

processes, such as cell survival, proliferation, growth or differen-

tiation, are regulated by a complex network of molecular agents.

The systems biology approach helps our understanding by con-

structing mathematical and computational models and uses exper-

imental results to validate them. Elucidating the complex regula-

tory dynamics underlying collective cell behavior and tissue func-

tion requires examination of multiple factors and components act-

ing on various spatial and time scales, that is presently unfeasi-

ble. However, analyzing the contribution of a subset of regulatory

mechanisms of an emergent (cell- or tissue-level) phenomenon can

provide valuable insights into the working principles of molecular

control mechanisms.

In this work, I focus on three related problems, where collective

behavior emerges through feedback regulatory mechanisms act-

ing on various time and length scales: (i) the decision mechanism

involved in stem cell maintenance, (ii) the role of diffusive signal

inhibitors in vascular patterning, (iii) and the role of cellular coop-

erative behavior in tumor recurrence after resection.
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Methods

To address these problems, I constructed various mathematical

and biophysical models. I described the systems in terms of ordi-

nary and partial differential equations, as well as by discrete com-

putational models (lattice automatons). The quantitative models

were studied by computer simulations and by analytical techniques

such as identifying fixed points in the phase space or linear stabil-

ity analysis of perturbations. Experiments were also carried out

with cell cultures, where cell motility and proliferation measures

were extracted by image processing algorithms. Experimental and

computational data were analyzed by standard statistical tests.
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Results

1. Autocrine feedback in pluripotent stem cell maintenance

(a) By a computational analysis of five, previously suggested ver-

sions of the core transcriptional regulatory circuit I showed

that:

• In each proposed version of the core transcriptional regu-

latory circuit, the steady-state properties suggest a bistable

system behavior with distinct “ON" and “OFF" states sepa-

rated by an unstable fixed point.

• Linear stability analysis of the identified stable fixed points

revealed that they are stable nodes, thus, no oscillations are

expected in their vicinity.

• I thus concluded, that the experimentally reported hetero-

geneity of Nanog expression levels, combined with the re-

ported stability of Oct4 expression levels, is an unlikely con-

sequence of the known core NANOG-OCT4-SOX2 transcrip-

tional regulatory network.

(b) By expanding the model with an autocrine feedback loop that

included known regulators of Nanog, I demonstrated that:
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• Through an autocatalytic feedback loop, the KLF4-ESRRB

module can act as a nonlinear amplifier of Nanog expression

levels in embryonic stem (ES) cells.

• The FGF-MAPK autocrine negative feedback regulation can

indeed introduce well-defined substates within the Nanog

“ON" state of the core stem cell regulatory circuit.

(c) By statistical analysis of key molecular components of the FGF-

MAPK feedback in mouse ES cells, I demonstrated that:

• The range of Oct4 variability is less than half of that of Nanog.

• The range of variability in the expression levels of Fgf s and

Esrrb is even greater than that of Nanog.

• High Fgf4 expression is associated with high Nanog expres-

sion, whereas high Fgf5 and Fgf8 expression are characteris-

tic for cells with low levels of Nanog.

• Experimental data supports several model assumptions, in

particular a MAPK activity being in an inverse relationship

with Nanog expression levels both in sorted Nanog subpop-

ulations and in a doxycycline-inducible Nanog ES cell line.
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2. Role of soluble VEGFR1 signaling in vascular patterning

(a) To understand the role of soluble inhibitors in vascular pattern

formation:

• I proposed a lattice model of vascular sprouting guided by a

reaction-diffusion process.

• For analytical insights, I formulated the model using a phase

field formalism.

(b) By computational simulations and analytical methods I showed

that:

• In a certain parameter regime, the patterning process gives

rise to dense branching morphology.

• In a broader range of parameter values, the system exhibits

a uniform expansion or an arrested growth.

• Cells can alter the morphology of the vascular branches by

modulating the secretion rate and extracellular stability of

the diffusive inhibitor.

(c) By statistical analysis of human umbilical vein-derived endo-

thelial cell cultures within a 3D gel environment, in presence

or absence of VEGFR1 antibody, I validated a key model pre-

diction:
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• In the presence of function blocking VEGFR1 antibodies vas-

cular sprout density increases while the speed of sprout ex-

pansion remains unchanged.

3. Cellular cooperativity in tumor recurrence

(a) By performing in vitro experiments with two glioblastoma cell

lines, I showed that:

• Cell proliferation rate and cell motility are increasing with

cell density at low densities.

• These empirical findings lead to a generalized Fisher-Kolmo-

gorov equation, with profound effects predicted on remit-

tance time after surgical intervention.

Conclusion

I demonstrated that intercellular autocrine feedback can qualita-

tively alter the emergent behavior of a complex system: it may

define phenotypic states, and alter the morphology or spreading

of multicellular clusters. During the process, I established math-

ematical and biophysical methods that are likely to be fruitful in

future studies of collective multicellular behavior.
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